
QVision Views 

QVision Provides many different views 

of your data. Show here are some 

examples of those views—KPIs, Pie 

Chart, Bar Charts, Grids, and Pivot 

Grids Views. 
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Innovative 
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QVision is an innovative, easy to use, ad-hoc Inquiry and reporting tool that provides secure access to your data 

right from your browser. 

PRESCRIPTED GUIDANCE 

A scenario is presented to the user that allows them to follow a 

direct path through the data to get to an answer quickly. For 

example how a customer service representative would find a 

proof of deliver answer to a customer shipment question. Qvision 

provides a direct path from finding the customer to the action 

package shipment ID. 
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MaxQVision 

 Drill Down — Easily drill down to see lower level details, click on + in any grid to show lower level detail. 

 Drill Across — QVision can launch and related query easily. Just click on the data hyperlink and a new  

related scenario is launched.  

 Powerful Filtering and Grouping — Powerful and flexible filtering methods allow users to perform  

AD-HOC querying easily. Users can now locate just what they are looking for quickly .  

 Security Role, Row and Column — Role and User, Row and Column level  Security built right in. Power 

security let's user see only what the administrator wants them to.  

 Data Exporting — It's simple to export data out of QVision. Just 

chose what level of data your want to export and in what format, 

its that easy. 

 Actions — Need Actionable description here.  

 Data Aggregation — QVision provides simple to use Data 

Aggregation. When looking at a customer, it may take data from 

several different systems to provide a complete view of that 

customer. AR and other Financial may come from one source, 

contract management from another, open sales opportunities 

from a CRM system. QVision will aggregate all of the data into 

one view so user see everything at once. You can also launch 

the related screen or report from the appropriate system with 

just one click.   

 Prescriptive Guidance — A scenario is presented to the user 

that allow them to follow a direct path through the data to get to 

an answer quickly. For example how a customer service 

representative would find a proof of deliver answer to a 

customer shipment question. Qvision provides a direct path from 

finding the customer to the action package shipment ID. 

 


